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FIBER OPTICS AND MICROPROCESSORS:
SOLUTION FOR THE
LASER FUSION EMVIROt!!lENT*

A CONTROL-SYSTEM

by
Michael E. Thuot
University of California
Los Alamos Sclentiflc Laboratory
Los Alamos, NH 87545

ABSTRACT

The use of fiber optics and microprocessors In a distributed ‘
computer control system for a 100-kJ CO laser fusion facility fs
described.
Gas-laser
control systems m i st operate
in an environment
in which megavolt Marx circuits generate megampere discharges in
the laser am lifiers, with attendant
hi h electromagnetic
fields.
By linking t ! e distributed
controls wit !? fiber optics we minimize
the adverse effect of these fields on the hard-wired
controls and
Our fiber-optic
gain the additional
advantage
of ground isolation.
subsystems
and interfaces
include low-error-rate
digital communicananosecond
timing and trigger links;
tion links between computers;
MHz bandwidths;
binary
fiber-optic
parameter
monitors
with dc-to-10
fiber-optic
power control for valves, motors,
and contractors; and
binary fiber-optic
status interfaces
to monitor
the system response
to control outputs.

INTRODUCTION:

THE

LASER

FUSION

ENVIRONMENT

Antares,
a CO
laser system designed for a power output between 100 and 200 ?W, about 10 times higher than that of any other
fusion
present laser system, is beiny built for inertial confinement
A cross section
research
at the Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratory.
of the laser facility,
with the cylindrical
laser amplifiers
and
These
pulse power supplies
in the Laser Hall, is shown in Fig. 1.
power supplies pump the preionized
C02:N
discharge
through the gas, to high inver $i~~sl!~~!~re’A;yi~~~~;~
low-power
laser pulse, generated
by an oscillator
and s~bsequently
split into 72 beams, then passes
through the pumped gas mixture
in
the power amplifiers,
extracts
the stored light energy, and directs
this energy through evacuated
beam tubes to the target chamber in
the thick-walled
Target Building.
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Most of the laser control equipment Is located In the Laser
Hall near the pulse power supplles and the power amplifiers.
The
power supplles, power cables, and power amplifiers are the major
sources of el~ctroma netlc Interfermce
(EHI).
The pulse power
supplles are 1.2-IN # arx clrcults that discharge Into the power
a~plifiers with a total peak current of 5 MA. The level of rsagnetlc
and ●lectric fields at various places tn the facility, resultifig
from this discharge, range from 20 to 1200 A/m and from 10 to
500 V/m, respectively.
Some control equipment penetrates the pulse
power supply tanks or the power-ampllfier shells and Is exposed to
● ven higher ftelds:
This interference
up to 50 kA/m and 1.8 MV/m.
ts broad-band, with peaks at 83 kHz, 140 kHz, and 1.5 HHz; the reIn addition, the pumpfng discharge
sult of pulsed discharges.
1 kA to
causes paras~tlc currents and displacement currents of
flow In the power supply tanks and In”the ground mesh embedded in
the Laser Hall floor.
The large size of the facility,
coupled with
the high-frequency/high-level
EMI, precludes
the use of a singlepoln$g rounding
system.
We are, therefore,
building
a distributed
grounding
system, which requires
the use of fiber optics between
the separate distributed
control elements.
Fiber optics are also
required
to pr-event conducted
interference
and ground loops from
penetrating
the shielded
enclosures
containing
the control elements.
DISTRIBUTED

CONTROL

In our control system the control elements
are microprocesto
sors, located throughout
the facility,
which can be programmed
concentrate
data and to perform low-level
control functions
(Fig. 2).
This use of microprocessors
eliminates
the need to run
thousands
of control
input and output fiber-optic
channels to the
The microcomputers
operate
as slaves in an asmain control room.
An HP-3000 minicomputer,
the control-system
signed task hierarchy.
master computer,
communicates
over serial asynchronous
ASCII fiberwhich are
optic channels
to the several hundred microcomputers,
and one or a few real-time
programmed
to handle ASCII communication
tasks.
When the master wants a task executed,
e.g., vacuum pump
sequencing,
it can sena a command over the fiber-optic
communication link to a microcomputer
which will then interact with the
laser system through many parallel fiber-optic
links.
This method
of control works well in a distributed
ground environment
with
fiber-optic
interfaces
which eliminate
all or most of the conductive
connections
passing through the microcomputer
shielding
enclosure.
can be lowhere wires must be used for control, the microcomputer
cated near the control point to minimize
the wire length and thus
the exposure
to the EMI.
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FIBER-OPTIC

INTERFACING

Interfacing with fiber optics provides several advantages In a
large pro~ect with thousands of interface points and data channels
ranging from simple limlt switch indications to megahertz analog
data. First, most control Inputs and outputs can be simply wired
with two twisted l~adss with no attention to shielding or grounding;
all the noise picked up by this wlrlng can be rejected by the fiberoptic Interface and by the nonconductive fiber-optic connection to
Second, powerful ❑icrocomputers can be used safely
the computer.
to unload the main computer
by distributing
the control tasks.
The
microcomputers
can be isolated from the noise by good shielding
that ~s not compromised
by fiber-optic
inputs and outputs.
Third,
the interface
with fiber-optic
cabling is clean, which enhances
control-system
integrity,
Control subsystems
can thus be testecl
separately,
without fear that performance
will be degraded
due tu
new noise-conductive
paths when the subsystems
are integrated
into
the overall control system.
This independenc~
of subsystems
allows
better balancing
of the work load during assembly,
checkout,
and
integration.
Fourth, a modular system is created by combining
fiber
optics and microprocessors;
several general-purpose
fiber-optic
interfaces
can be constructed,
with the differentiation
between
input or output characteristics
being a function of microcomputer
programming,
not a function
of a particular
hardware set.
An example of fiber-optic
interfacing
is shown schematically
in Fmig. 3.
The microcomputer
is executing
a task which calls for
control of the pressure
in a tank.
The desired pressure
level is a
parameter
that can be transmitted
to the microcomputer
from the
- supervisory
computer
via the fiber-optic
communication
lir~k. The
microprocessor
controls
the tank filling valve through parallel
The fiber-optic
binary transmitter
converts
irlput/output ports.
the output logic signals to light, which are routed through
the
The
shielding
by fiber-optic
cabl”s in a waveguide
beyond cutoff.
light signals activate
circuits on the fiber-optic
control panel to
apply power to the solenoid
valve.
Status switches
for each valve
position
then relay the valve actuation
information
back to the
microcomputer.
The binary status panel converts
the status information to light signals that are conducted
through the waveguide
into the microcomputer,
where the fiber-optic
binary receiver
converts the status to logic signals and passes the data to the microprocessor.
The status panel has a built-in
capability
for testing
Thus, the microcomputer
can both
the integrity
of the status data.
initiate an action and check its successful
completion.
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Pressure Information fs acquired from an Isolated parameter
‘
The output of a pressure transducer Is wired a short distance to the monitor clrcti?t, where the analog information Is convarted to frequency data by a voltage-to-frequency converter and
then to a pulse-modulated light signal by a llght-emlttlng diode
(LED). A fiber-optic cable transmits the information through ths
mlcrocom uter shield to a receiver clrcult, which converts the data
back to !ogle SI nals. The pressure Information fs recovered from
the frequency Informatlon by using the microprocessor programmable
timer. A local display/ control panel ts used with some systems.
The display can be a graphtc representation, with either some or
all the status and parameter information dfsplayed.

●onitor.

The Interface hardware tilth Its parallel input and output
boards is shown in Fig. 4. The control and status panels can be
mounted In junction boxes, exposed to the EMI, and are simply wired
into the control system by means of terminal
barrier blocks.
By
using these fiber-optic
interfaces,
we eliminate
all the noisecarrying
signal wires which would otherwise
enter the shielded
m~crocomputer
enclosure.
FIBER-OPTIC
,

..

INTERFACES

General
~
will now describe
the general-purpose
fiber-optic
irtterf~::s
that have been developed
for the Antares
laser control system.
common characteristics
are high reliability,
cost effe,ctjveness,
High reliability
is the resu~t of design
and noncritical
assembly.
goals that fit the sometimes
wide variation
in electro-optic
components dnd that incorptirate, where possible,
built-in
performance
tests or indicators.
Cost effectiveness
is achieved with the use
of low-cost fiber-optic
connectors,
fibers, electro.optic
components, and a minimal assembly effort.
Non-critical
assembly
is
- obtained
by using pigtailed
devices and splices rather than device
connectors,
for better control of critical fiber-to-device
connections.
Diqital lComrnunication Interface
he d19ital communication
interface
has been designed
for
low-error
digital asynchronous
communication
over a fiber length of
100 m.
The
Digital bit rates of up to 2 MHz can b accommodated.
measured
bit error rate is less tha~ one in 10 f 0 bits.
The
The transfiber-optic
transceiver
schematic
is shown in Fig. 5.
mitter consists
of a pigtailed
670-nm LED driven by a standard
The driver circuit switches
peripheral
power driver circuit.
-50 mA to drive the LED at an output level of N364W.
The LED is
connected
to a rugged silica fiber cable with a plastic splice connection.
The variation
in this connection
is less than 0.5AW
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over ●any matings when a 400-#aI plastic fiber Is used f~r the pigtail and a 200-ym fiber Is used In the cable. The sfl~ca fiber
cable provides a fairly low attenuation of *5O dB/km at 670-nm.
An added advantage of ustng visfble light is edsJ’
monitoring
of
system operation by eye.
The receiver 1s a PIN diode-amplifier Integrated cfrcult
The typical llght power input to this
coupled to a comparator.
ctrcuit ●xceeds 0.5M.
The diode aapllfler is wired In a singleended transimpedance connection to provtde high rcsponsivity,
high
speed,

a“~d dynamically

stable

operation.

The

comparator

converts

the tens-of~milllvolts output of the ampllffer to a logic signal
whtle rejecting the ampllfler noise and thermal drift.
Binary Control In~erface
Inary ce~interface

consists of a pair

of printed
wiring ~oards that +rovide 18 parallel output channels
(Fig. 6).
The transmitter
board connects
directly
to a parallel
digital output port of the microcomputer
and converts the logic outputs to
The transmitter
consists of a peripheral
power
lfght signals.
driver and a long--life incandescent
bulb mounted
in a plastic
The control signals are slow,
fiber-optic
device connector.
The
200 Hz, and an expensive
LED, therefore,
is not required.
incandescent
black-body
radiation
Is effectively
transmitted
over
distances
of 30 m by the fiber cable.
TtJO kinds of control receiver
circuits
are being used.
The
mode connected
to the
sirllplest is a PIN diode in the photovoltaic
input of a slow comparator.
Because of i~s slow response,
the comp?!rator is insensitive
to the EMI produced during laser operation.
The comparator
drives a relay with contacts wtred to a terminal
barrier strip which becomes the interface
point for ac or dc control circuits.
The other control circuit is a ffber-optic-operated
solid
It is a constate relay (SSR) that can switch 8-A, 220-V loads.
ventional
SSR circuit,
triggered
by the 11 ht from a fiber-optic
The trigger
input rather than by a low-level
electrica ! input.
circuit
is powered from the line-load
circuit and has a sensitivity
of *l#w.
Back-to-back
silicon controlled
rectifiers
(SCR) are
used for the switch because of their high transient
immunity.
By
adding snubber networks
across the SCRS, this circuit can be made
totally
immune to.transients.
Status Interfaces
inary status interfaces
are used to acqufre SIUW on-off
information
from limit switches,
status switches,
thermal switches,
and rotation
monitors.

Binary

.
●
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The status switches ●e wired to a terminal barrter strtp on the
status-transmitter panel (Fig. 7). A switch closure Ilghts an incandescent bulb ●ounted in a plastlc ffber-opttc device connector.
,he slow response of the bulb rejacts the EHI from the operating
laser. The ltght signal fs carried through the microcom uter shfeld
by fiber-optic cable. The ftb~r out ut 1S converted to 1’
ogic signals by ● receiver conslstlfig of a pIotodiode on the Input of a
slow comparator.
The binary status panel has a built-~n test functfon:
Two
fiber-optic control relays are wt.red so that they can either short
all status Inputs or disconnect the la~p ~ower supply to test all
the in ut channels; by u~lng this circuit the microcomputer can
test t[e integrity of the interface from transmitter through ffber
cable, receiver, and input port.
Timinq and Tri~qer Interfaces
hese interfaces are used to transmit timing reference pulses
to controllers that must sequence the firing of the laser.
They
are also used to trigger the pulser-power supplies.
The transmitters fn the main control room consist of an injection laser
diode driven by an LC pulse-forming
network.
The circuit provtdes
a 50-ns pulse with a few nanoseconds
rise.
The receivers
are backbfased PIN diodes coupled to video amplifiers.
The amplified
output drives high-speed
comparators
for loglc timing outputs.
For
triggering,
the ampltfler
output drives a commercial
solid-state
trigger generator
which provides
a f~st-rising
output of several
hundred volts.
The jitter of these timing and triggering
interfaces is less than 5 ns.
Analoq

Pulse Waveform
Interfaces
transmit
heSe interfaces
ana og amplitude-modulated
informaIs 1 kHz to
tion over distances
of up to 40 m. 4 The bandwidth
10 Mliz with a 40-dB dynamic range.
The completely
isolated transmitter Is an LED driven by the measured
signal through a current
transformer.
The receiver
is an integrated
photodiode
amplifier
This system has
which is usually coupled to a transient
recorder.
been operated with 60G’kV common-mode
voltage on the transmitter.
The circuit exhibits
nonlinearity
around the zero signal level,
it exhibits
a linearity
debut, when used for pulse measurement,
viating less than a few percent from norm.

Low-Speed
Analoq Interfaces
hese interfaces,
shown schematically
in Fig. 8, transmit
The voltage or current
analog information
in serial digital form.
from a transducer
is wired into the instrumentation
amplifier
where
The
the voltage is scaled for the voltage-to-frequency
converter.
frequency
output drives a pigtailed
LED which is coupled to a
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s:11c8 flbw
up to 100 ● long. The fiber-optle receiver, located
near the mlcroprocqssor, Is wlrad to a programmable tfmer where the
voltago information 1s recovered.
Volta ● scallng by the microThe system
computer then lelds the transducer inpu ? Information.
has * bandwldt i of 500 Hz and a 60-dB dynamic range.
COHCIU$!OWS
Fiber Optfcs will be applled In control systems operating in
adverse EHI environments.
The Isolation provided by ftber optics
wI1l slmpl~fy equtpment groundln
and shleldfng by eltmlnatlng
round loops and conducted Inter ? erence.
Further, fiber-optic
? nterfaces are cost-effective If available electro-optical components, cables, and the design concepts presented herefn, are used.
Olstributed computer systems and ftber optics are complementary
The opttcal
~nterfaces
allow true isolat~on of
technologies.
powerful,
but EMI-sensftlve, microcomputers from the environment.
Control tasks can be assigned to the protected microcomputers generating a control system with high integrity.
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